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MACHINE LEARNING: A CRITIQUE














Learning is constructing or modifying representations of what is being experi-
enced. and then using those representations to perform be[ter a second time on repeti-
tion of the same task, or another task drawn from the same population. Machine
Learning is concerned with developing computationallheories of such learning, as well
as constructing learning systems. This document is three-fold in nature:
1) a brief Qverview of machine leaming;
2) a critique of some accomplishments in machine learning research;
3) a proposed s[J'ategy for directing furore machine learning research.
The aulhors' overall view of machine learning is that, while much of the research
results have provided a gocxi foundation in learning theories and taxonomies of learning
strategies, a lTu.e learning element for the machine is clearly lacking. This viewpoint
will be evident from the critiques. The proposed strategy for research will be [0 narrow
the focus of research to the two main problems in the field: the lack of full integration
of learning strategies, and the lack of real creatiVity/intelligence in learning.
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1. Reasons for the Necessity of Machine Learning
A practical defense for the pursuit of machine learning research can be found in the need to reduce
tedium in algorithm specification. Present methods dictate that a complete and correct algorithm be
coded to instruct the computer to perform a task. This is a time consuming effort and must be done by
U'ained personnel.
As computational melhods worm their way imo more and more application fcontiers, lhe threat of
duplicating past efforts to transport proven algorithms into new environments increases. In order to avoid
the redundancy involved in teaching these "old dogs" new "tricks" the need for self-improving algorithms
must be addressed. Present systems have no capability to learn to perform a task through examples Of by
analogy to similar tasks whose strategy has already been determined. Neither do current systems have the
capability to improve their perfonnance significantly by observing the consequences of past errors, or to
acquire new abilities. Hence, much effort is expended in re-coding existing algorithms in order to graft
them into new task environments or to upgrade them to meet new requirement5.
The third commonly proposed reason for machine learning is that because computer systems must
interact with human beings, they should closely parallel human abilities. This argument lacks strength in
comparison to the others mentioned earlier. It could be debated that because of the "internal" position and
"transparent" nature of learning processes, that mimicry of human learning strategies is not essential.
Also, it is conceivable that human learning strategies are non-optimal, which produces the undesirable
consequence of teaching the computer "bad habit5". Even in applications where computers must be
taught by human instructors, human learning strategies could be a hindrance. Admittedly, these strategies
would be favorable at the onset due to the familiar flavor they convey to the tutor. But it is not known
whemer the initial advantages will persist in the long run, when tutors themselves may be instructed in
better methods for communicating their knowledge.
2. History of Machine Learning
The chronological development of machine learning is reflected in three major paradigms - the
neural network paradigm (pre·eminent in the 1950's and early 1960's), the logic-based paradigm (of cen-
tral attention in the 1970's), and the knowledge-rich paradigm (at present). Each of these historically pre-
valent themes influenced the direction of resean:h in its particular decade.
2.1. Neural Networks
Also known as "self-organizing" and as "connectionist" approaches this paradigm attempted to cap-
ture the operation and overall structure of the web of neurons and synapses in the human brain. No real
emphasis was made 10 discover me methodological procedures of reasoning (a top-down approach).
Instead, it was hoped that if the mechanical aspects of the brain could be replicated, that reasoning capa-
bilities would somehow appear.
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Some of the largest shortcomings in these early attempts centered around the primitive state of the
technology used. Hatdware was not yet mature enough to meet the challenges and a few electronic neu-
rons required a roomful of equipment. Software algorithms could nor practically simulate the complex
paths of signal pulses and feedback effects. Hence, early systems, such as PERCEPTRON [Rosenblatt,
1958] met with limited success.
Recently, however, with the advent of dense, inexpensive integrated circuit technologies, the neural
network is regaining popularity. And, thanks to contributions from researchers like Hopfield [1982], Hin-
ton [1986], and Fahlman [1979] neural nets are beginning to exhibit favorable prospeclS for the future of
machine learning.
Research in neural networks led to the binh of the "Decision Theoretic Approach" to machine
learning. In this paradigm. a set of training examples was used to acquire linear, polynomial, or related
discriminant functions. The machine's interaction with its environment adjusted parameter values to these
functions in order to produce stable performance in the midst of disturbances. Samuel's checkers pro-
gram [Samuel, 1959] is one of the best examples of a system based on these ideas.
2.2. Logic Based Paradigm
Rather than utilizing the statistical and numerical methods prevalent in the decision theoretic
approach, the logic-based paradigm attempts to symbolically describe the acquired concepts using logical
axioms or graph structures. Hence, rules are generated or augmented to produce new knowledge. Meta-
Dendral [Buchanan, 1978] - an extension to Buchanan's Vendrat system - is one such example.
Another prime example is Michalski's Star Methodology presented later.
2.3. Knowledge Rich Paradigm
Characteristics of this approach include constraining the scope of learning to the intended task. The
earlier tabula rasa and knowledge poor systems contributed the fact that in order to acquire new
knowledge, a system must already posses a preponderance of initial information. Another notable charac-
teristic of this paradigm is that a number of learning strategies are being pursued (eg. learning from
instruction. by analogy, by observation and discovery, and so on) in addition to the more traditional learn-
ing by example. Lastly, the knowledge rich paradigm is marked by the incorporation of search heuristics.
These are particularly valuable to inductive learning methodologies which can generate a potentially
infinite set of generalizations to describe phenomena and which tend to perform poorly in environments
fraught with incomplete or inconsistent training data. Heuristic procedures serve to limit the "focus of
attention" under these circumstances.
3. Objectives of Learning
Perhaps the most socially relevant objective of the study of machine learning is the gaining of
insight into human learning techniques. The simulation of human leaming, however inefficient, gives
valuable insight into the underlying principles human beings employ to acquire knowledge. The
discoveries made in this area could be used to advance education and to improve the capabilities of com-
puter tutoring systems to adjust the presentation of their materials as they "learn" about the abilities of
their students.
By and large the most popular objective among the current research community is the exploration
of alternative learning methods. Much research involves the proposition of novel learning schemes and
the discovery of new induction methods. There is no reason to restrict the horizons of learning to those
exhibited by human beings. As. Ryszard Michalski states, "In fact, common sense suggests that human
learning represents just one point in an unchaned space of possible learning methods" [Michalski, 1983].
Clearly the most under-developed objective of machine learning is the analysis of existing learning
theories. Typically, the concentration of the research effon has fallen within the boundaries of the second
objective, srated above. Very little attempt has been made to chan the scope and limitauons of these
infant theories or to establish the quantity and quality of infonnation that must be available to the learner.
Queries concerned with quantity take the fonn of measuring the amount of exemplary training data or in
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initial (background) knowledge needed for the system to arrive at useful (i.e. unexpected) conclusions.
Likewise, questions centered with quality are targeted at measuring the performance of lite learning sys-
tem when immersed in environments riddled with imperfect or conflicting data - can the system focus
its auention upon lite pertinent infonnation and avoid the temptation to incorporate irrelevant facts? The
practicality and flexibility of a learning scheme must also tested - is it possible to generalize the
methods to suit a peculiar task domain? The "Old Woman in the Shoe" phenomena is certainly descrip-
tive of machine learning research, and the solution is to strive to bring the more promising of these algo-
rithmic children to maturity so that their potential can be ascertained
4. Strategies of Machine Learning
The task of a learning system is to transform information provided by a teacher into some new
form that can be used by the system to learn. This transformation is the inference that the system per-
fonTIS. The teacher can be anything that provides the system with information (ex. human, environment,
text input device, etc.). The increasing complexity of a system's learning capabilities is related to an
increasing effort on the part of the student and a correspondingly decreasing effort on the part of the
teacher. Thus, the more "intelligent" a learning system, the more responsibility it has to make the
transfonnation mentioned above. In other words, the less dependent a system is on the teacher, the more
inference the system must perform.
Learning systems are classified according to the amount of inference the system perfonns. When
inductive sttategies are employed. another consideration is the amount of background knowledge needed.
Since induction is the process of generalizing and making assumptions, a certain amount of background
knowledge is necessary to perfonn this task. The learning strategies discussed are (in order of inference
performed): rote learning. learning by instruct£on, learning by deduction, learning by analogy, learning
by £nduction. Learning by induction decomposes into two other strategies: learning from examples, and
learning by observation and discovery.
4.1. Rote Learning
Rate learning is directly accepting and memorizing knowledge (information) from a teacher. The
teacher in this case is any highly organized source that can supply information that the system can
immediately accept into its memory (i.e. making essentially no transformation). An example of this type
of system is a simple database update/query system which accepts facts and stores them for later process-
ing. Another area of rote learning is called caching. Caching is storing answers to frequently occurring
problems to avoid repealing eltpensive effort While the main concern in rOle learning is simply indexing
the stored knowledge for later retrieval, systems perfonning caching might be thought of as using some
inference techniques. Nonetheless•.this leaming sttategy performs the least amount of inference of any of
those mentioned in this document
4.2. Learning by Instruction
Learning by instruction, or learning by being LOId, is aquiring knowledge from a teacher (again
some organized source such as a human, textbook, etc.), requiring the learner to transform the knowledge
into an internal representation, which is integrated with prior knowledge for effective use. While this
strategy also involves basic memorization as in rote learning, it must transfonn the teacher's responses
into the form of its understanding. An example of this sttategy is an expert system that gives advice con-
cerning bank loans to single persons. Given information about loans to married persons, it must incor-
porate this new knowledge with its prior knowledge to better its advice. Another example system is one
which learns vocabulary from example sentences by generating its own sentences containing words in
question from the input sentence, and checks them with a human to see if these words were used
correctly. The user's response (yes or no) would be ~transformed" into the system's representation by
updating the dictionary depending upon the resp:mse. In this strategy, while the leamer uses some infer-
ence, the burden of learning lies with the teacher to present and organize the knowledge in a way that can
easily be augmented to the rest of the existing knowledge.
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4.3. Learning by Deduction
Learning by deduction is drawing deductive, truth-preserving inferences from given knowledge and
storing those conclusions that are useful for later processing. The given knowledge is any knowledge
previously entered or provided by a teacher. These deductions follow simple conventional logic. An
example of such a system would be an expert system with the capability to draw deductive conclusions
from its known facts to generate other facts (ex - any spouse of a professor lives in West Lafayette; x is
married to professor y; new fact x lives in West Lafayette). Another type of learning by deduction is
called chunking. In chunking, lower-level descriptions are grouped into higher ones mat preserve the
lower-level functions, but reflect the overall function of its subcomponents. For instance, suppose a sys-
tem knows how to add two numbers, and' that it also knows how to divide a number by two. By chunk-
ing these two functions, the system can "learn" that it knows how to compute lhe average of two
numbers. In learning by deduction, the teacher does not play as major of a roll as in lhe previous two
strategies, rather the burden lies in lhe bias mechanism used to determine which items should be deduced
(Le. the criteria that says which conclusions are worth making and keeping). Thus some amount of infer-
ence is performed jn this aspect, as well as in chunking.
4.4. Learning by Analogy
Learning by analogy is matching descriptions from different domains to detennine a common sub-
structure, which then serves as the basis for analogical mapping. No teacher is really necessary here,
rather it must be the system's responsibility to perform the analogy. A system that perfonns analogies
might ll'ansfer the properties of a "solar system domain" (sun auracts planet. sun is_more_massive_than
planet. planet revolves_around sun) to lhat of an "atomic system domain" (nucleus attracts electron.
nucleus is more massive than electron. electron revolves arOUlld nucleus). Hence the system might
"learn" about the atomicsubworld by making use of what it knows about the solar system subworld.
This type of leaming is both deductive and inductive combined. Finding a common substructure involves
inductive inference, whereas perfonning the analogical mapping is deductive in nature. The burden of the
learning in this case is the amount of a priori knowledge (background knowledge) needed, and how it is
used The main drawback to this learning is lhat analogies are, almost by definition, imperfect correspon-
dences between simations. That is, they rarely match perfectly from one domain to another (hence lhe
need for the analogy). So, a system must have the capability to check its results for inaccurate mappings.
A fair amount of inference must be performed, since a large amount of transformations must take place
- not from teacher to learner, but rather from one domain to another. Making generalizations of the two
domains that determine which properties are shared also requires that a very large amount of background
knowledge be present.
4.5. Learning by Induction
Learning by induction is reasoning that starts with assertions (facts and observations) supplied by a
teacher (human, environment, etc.) and concludes with more general, plausible assertions which still
explain the initial assertions. It is in induction where the greatest level of inference is pecfonned. Gen-
eralization is the key aspect of induction, and in order to generalize one must make creative inference.
This area of learning decomposes into two major strategies of learning: Leaming from Examples, and
Learning by Observation and Discovery.
4.5.1. Learning !'rom Examples
Learning from examples is determining a general description of a target concept which explains all
lhe positive examples given, but excludes all negative examples given. There are two further decomposi-
tions of this strategy: instance-to-class generalization, and part-la-whole generalization.
4.5.1.1. Inslance-to-Class Generalization
This is inducing a description of some class of objects given independent instances (examples) of
the objects to be generalized. For example, given information about a fork, spoon, knife, hammer,
wrench, and saw, a system might generalize a description of the first three called "eating utensils." This
would adequately explain these examples, while effectively excluding the latter three. "Objects" in this
Pagt!4
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sense can be anything - from geometric shapes to organic cell types to problem solutions. A significant
amount of inference must be done to fonn such a general description. A fair amount of background
knowledge is needed as well in order to manipulate the objects. However, the initial example descrip-
tions should themselves provide enough infonnation to distinguish one object from another, and therefore
aid in the generalization.
4.5.1.2. Part-te-Whole Generalization
This generalization is hypothesizing a general description of whole object (scene. situation.
sequence) given selected parts of it. An example of this type of induction is a system which reconsttucts
a total view of room given select parts of it. Another example is, given a sequence of numbers, predict-
ing the next number in the sequence, as well as detennining a formula which derives the sequence. As in
the instance-to-class generalizations, a significant amount of inference and background knowledge is used
However, this class of learning by example generally requires more inference since the generalizations are
more broad. In pan-la-whole the generalizations are more theoretical in nature, as opposed to the
descriptive nature of the generalizations in instance-to-class.
4.5.2. Learning by Observation and Discovery
This learning is searching (independent of a teacher) for regularities and general rules explaining
all or most observations. This is very much like the instance-to-class generalizations of learning by
example. It is, however, more general than the previous strategy, as well as the fact that learning by
observation and discovery must realize on its own which observations serve as "positive examples" and
which ones are "negative." The main criterion classifying this strategy is the fact that no teacher is
involved. While the system's environment has been included in the list of possible teachers for a system,
in this case the environment may be present to provide the system with observations. However, the
environment is only allowed to act and react to the system, it is not involved in any active teaching role.
This is the most complex fonn of learning since. by having no active teacher. the responsibility for
learning falls completely on the system. This means the system must create its own classifications for
generalizing. There are two types of this form of learning: that of passive observation (merely examin-
ing available examples, and that of active experimentation (system perturbs its environment to add to its
observation space). Under these guidelines, the system must encounter regularities in the observations
made, or else generate any further observations needed by perturbing its environment An incredible
amount of inference must be performed to make such generalizations; and these generalizations must be
more "novel" than any of the generalizations made in other strategies. A large amount of background
knowledge must also be employed to drive the inference process.
s. Learning Orientations
There are three interdependent orientations for machine learning:
1) Theoretical Analysis of General Learning Systems
2) Computational Models of Human Learning
3) Task Oriented Learning Systems for Specific Applications
The first orientation deals with developing standard theories for learning and implementing these theories
in algorithms. There is no restriction to the type of algorithm developed. However, some researchers feel
that the representations used and generated should be similar to those a human might use, since humans
have [Q understand the output The second orientation is concerned with developing a cognitive model
for implementation to solve a broad specttum of problems. The target of this research is developing
experimental models of human learning. The third orientation is concerned with developing practical
learning systems for specific tasks. Engineering systems are developed to perform these tasks. Much of
the effort in developing these systems actually goes toward solving issues other than learning; that is.
issues specific to the problem only. Any solutions to such specific problems are usually generalized to
include a broader class of machine learning problems.
PageS
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ExperimenJs with a Pleasure-seeking Automaton
J.E. Doran
Department of Machine Intelligence and Perception
University of Edinburgh
1. Introduction
Doran's pleasure-seeking automaton was designed to demonslrate leaming principles in classifying
environments according to suitability (that is, semblance to a goal condition) subjectively detennined
from the automata's perspective. Specifically, when placed at any location in an unfamiliar room, the
automaton seeks a point of greatest "desirability" (that is, the "nesf). Then, having been reinitiated at that
same point in a later trial, the automaton is able to optimize its previous path to the nest. The ability to
optimize paths to the nest in successive runs is regarded as an indication of "learning" a route.
2. Operation Scenario
Consider figure PA-I. A ten by ten grid is used to simulate the room's objective environment.
Walls are composed of letters of the alphabet. each of which is associated with a relative degree of desira-
bility ("Z" being the least preferred and "A" being the nest). Desirability is measured as a function of
euclidian distance from the nearest wall and of this wall type factor. The automaton may make one of
four moves in order to advance towards the nest - STEP forward one square, tum 90 degrees to the
LEFf or to the RIGHT, and to STAND still (taking no action at all).
Figme PA-2 shows a typical initial effort at finding the goal. The automaton may explore a rela-
tively circuitous path, naively choosing locally desirable points. As can be seen from figure PA-3, succes-
sive trials yield a more direct route to the nest. indicating that learning has taken place.
3. Methodology
A five step process is used in Doran's algorithm (see figure PA-4). At first. the automaton reads
current status infonnation from the objective environment - a procedure termed "Sampling". This data
is returned in the form of a five-tuple containing the wall type r A" through "2"), the euclidian distance
to the aforementioned wall, the last action tnken, the degree to which this location resembles the nest (i.e.
the "desirability"), and the system time. The desirability formula is a simple linear function which inter-
sects the abscissa about midway through the alphabet at maximum distance and has no meaning outside
the contex:t of the simulation (figure PA-5).
From this state vector, a reduced state can be constructed using the first two components (the wall
and the distance). Notice that the reduced state cannot uniquely identify a location in the grid - a fact
which Doran uses to introduce uncertainty into his model. His claim is that the reduced state may serve
detrimentally as a point of confusion (since the objective environment may return different state vectors
for the "same location" - as perceived by the automaton) or as an aid to generalization (since the auto-
maton may correctly behave in "new" situations - the new reduced state being indistinguishable from a
previous Slate which causes the activation of a favorable plan).
Next the automata "Stores" the reduced state in a tree of consequence pairs (a duplet composed
from the reduced state of the anivallocation and the system time - see figure PA-6). From the root, the
branch on which to descend is given by the wall type of the source reduced state, and from this child
node the distance portion of the source reduced state selects the path to the next level. Finally, the action
taken lO arrive at the destination reduced state guides the lraversal to the leaf nodes where the conse-
quence pair is stored. Remember that there may be several consequence pairs stationed al a particular leaf
node due to the reduced state ambiguity already mentioned. In this way, the aulomata is able to record a
history of its past actions.
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Having stored the consequences of the last action, the automata must choose the next action to take.
The "Findacr" selector ilIuSlrated in figure PA-7 is resJXlnsible for this task. The decision to carry out an
existing plan ("Doplan"), to formulate a new plan ("Makeplan"), to abandon further seeking ("Sleep"), or
to randomly pick an unexplored action ("Explore'') is determined according to whether or not the reduced
state has been previously visited.. whelher or not a plan exists for the reduced state, and whether or not
the desirability of the reduced state is at the target value (that of the nest).
Whenever "Findact" chooses to formulate a new plan using "Makeplan" (figure PA-g), a lookahead
tree is constructed from viable alternatives. These take the fonn of the relative desirability of reduced
slates reachable from the current location (the set of all these attainable reduced states forms a connected
component of the graph of all visited reduced states for which the current location is a member - the so
called "option graph''). Growth of the lookahead tree commences with the terminal (leaf) nodes which
record the desirability of sleeping at the corresponding Slate vernus making a new plan from that state.
Non-tenninal nodes represent a composite desirability based upon the desirability of each of the options
proposed by their children including the suitability of "exploring" or "sleeping" at that point.
Desirability factors for each of these actions is computed as shown in figure PA-S. Of particular
interest is the inclusion of an "EXPVAL" variable (valued within the range of 0 to 1) in the "explore"
desirability formula which serves modify the behavior of the automata to act "impulsively" (EXPVAL---iol)
or "cautiously" (EXPVAL--70). Doran believes caution to be a favorable characteristic and has weighted
the "makeplan" desirability to supercede exploration whenever the two options "neighbor" (witlJin a cer-
tain proximity) each other in the tree.
Once a particular action is selected.. it is passed to the objective environment (by the "Act" pro-
cedure) which in rum delivers a new state vector to the automata for "sampling".
4. Critique
This late 1960's algorithm favorably demonslrates the contribution of heuristic tree search and
pruning techniques to machine learning. Such techniques are useful to improve algorithm perfonnance
over a number of runs - which could loosely be described as a "learning" behavior. In fact, however,
improvement over time is only a characteristic of learning. True learning incorporates a number of more
complex processes, such as the capability to generalize, the capability to draw information from examples
and analogies, and the capability to observe and make relevant discoveries about the environment and
about the system's own operation. Such learning aspects require much more than heuristics alone can
offer.
Certain additional criticisms arise in overview of the system. First, the assignation of desirability
factors to walls should be questioned. Although this provision has no real bearing on the heuristic pro-
cedures that form the basis for the program, they markedly detract from environmental realism which
does affect the quality of any observational and experimentational attempts made. Second, these provi-
sions and the simplistic approach to learning used seriously limit the degree to which the algorithm may
be generalized to fit other contexts and limit the amount of insight into machine learning that can be
drawn from this approach. Third, the algorithm is unable to make observations about its own behavior.
For instance, the "STAND" action should eventually be eliminated from consideration by "Explore" or
"Makeplan" since it has no effect on advancement to the nest Finally, it is questionable whether static
desirability forms a valid constraint upon the problem. Few forms of desire remain unchanged with the
passage of time. Of more interest are algorithms thilt can address the complexities involved with dynamic
(satisfiable) desires (like hunger). Such programs would have to reflect the fluidity of the subjective
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Parsing Recognizer Outpulling Sentences in English
D.D. Vigor
Hoskyns Systems Research, London
D. Urquhart
International Computers Limited, Reading
A. Wilkinson
Computing Department, University of Glasgow
1. Introduction
PROSE is a program which is capable of adaptively improving its linguistic behavior by conversa-
tion with a human being. Namely, it is able to expand its vocabulary by inferring syntactically correct
word usages as it assesses the results of a battery of test sentences. These sentences exercise words whose
usage is uncertain, and each trial elicits response from a human tutor who either reinforces lhe valid word
usages or cues the system to correct improper usages.
2. Operation Scenario
Consider figure PR-L Given the input sentence, "The computer and the program in its store
become an integraJed whole which can perform marvelous feats", PROSE constructs a dictionary during
its first pass (this is actually the task of "SPUD" - the Sentence Parser Using Dependency division of
PROSE). Having lexically classified the words, SPUD is able to construct the dependency tree of figure
PR-2. A few observations should obviate the semantics of this arrangement Here, it can be seen that the
sentence structure hinges upon the verb, "becomes" and that determiners (eg. "the", "an", etc.), preposi-
tional phrases (eg. "in its store"), and adjectives (eg. "integrated", "marvelous", etc.) depend upon the
nouns they modify.
After SPUD has completed its duties, it passes the dependency tree to the "GASP" (Grammatically
Analyzed Sentence Producer) which uses the dependency tree and the dictionary (described below) to
produce random sentences testing words for which usage has not yet been determined. In figure PR-3, the
words "marvelous", "feats", "integrated", and "whole" are under scrutiny. For each sentence GASP gen-
erates, the human tutor is obliged to either reinforce the usage ,or to direct the system in its attempts to
arrive at a correct classification for the word. These cues may take one of two fonns.
The first of these is an "ISA" response which causes PROSE to construct a new classification for
the ISA subject with the label given by the ISA object. All the attributes accumulated by the ISA subject
during the GASP sessio!l are transferred to this new lexical category. For instance, the ISA response, "sat
ISA past-participle", causes a new lexical class "past-participle" to be formed in the dictionary with the
all the attributes currently ascribed to "sat". In the event that the ISA object class already exists, the attri-
butes of this category are updated by the addition of the tags adhering to lhe ISA subject.
The second cue is an "ISP" response which causes PROSE to tag the ISP subject with attributes of
the class indicated by the ISP object. This is the reverse of the procedure triggered by ISA. The lSP
response "whole ISP abstract" shown in the example session of figure PR-3 would cause the characteris·
tics stored for the noun class "abstract" in the dictionary LO be attached to the word "whole", lhus narrow-
ing the scope of its usage.
Once the GASP session has reached completion, the "FINISHER" portion of PROSE is invoked to
compile the results of the testing and place the word into the dictionary under the suitable classification.
The authors claim lhat the FINISHER exhibits "leaming" behavior as it assesses lhe content of the GASP




As can be concluded from figure PR-4, PROSE is a compoSlUon of distinct modules (SPUD,
GASP, and the FINISHER) which are integrated around a central data struclure, the dictionary. SPUD
receives control initially to parse me words of the input sentence into general lexical categories and con-
sequently to construct a dependency tree. GASP is then invoked to generate a battery of sentences to test
words whose usage is not sufficiently constrained by me dictionary.
This usage dictionary is the core of PROSE. It is decomposed into a hierarchy of sub-dictionaries.
The propeIties of classes located at the leaf nodes of the tree propagate to me ancestral nodes in the fol-
lowing manner (refer to figure PR-5). Each parent (non-tenninal) node is associated with a combinatory
logic function which determines how the attributes of the child classifications are to be joined. If the
parent node is an XOR node, the attributes of the classes for me subtrees are disjoint and no meaningful
generalization can be made. If the parent node is an AND node. the altributes of the classes for the sub-
trees are part of a broader class represented by the parent In this case the characteristics of the sub-tree
dictionaries can be generalized to describe the parent classification.
The process used by the FINISHER to place a word within the the usage dictionary described is
given in figure PR-6. Whenever SPUD encounters a new word in the input sentence, it temporarily
assigns the word a position within the dictionary hierarchy. The word then migrales (under the guidance
of the FINISHER) toward the root (taking a more general usage) or toward the leaves (taking a more
specific usage) accumulating attributes (tags) of the classes it encounters according to the XOR or AND
directives. If the test sentence for a word is rejected by the human tutor the dictionary entry for the word
moves toward the leaves, effectively constraining its usage. If the test sentence for a word is accepted by
the human tutor, the dictionary entry for the word climbs toward the root, which serves to generalize its
usage. This process repeats as GASP generates another test sentence from the latest placement
ISA and ISP responses (described earlier) are shortcuts to this process, and are necessary since the
FINISHER may be unable to locate a suitable resting place for the word's entry.
4. Critique
PROSE's strength lies in its ability to demonstrate smooth integration of several modules (SPUD,
GASP, and the FINISHER) to accomplish a task. When individual programs are linked together, the
groundwork laid in prior research can be extended. The strengths and weaknesses of constituent modules
(which may, as in the case of PROSE, be modifications of existing programs) and the scope of their pur-
pose can be ascertained. Current machine learning research efforts have compromised exploratory depth
earned through integration to become content with highly individualistic and shallow trends. The lateral
expanse of learning resean:h needs to be exchanged for the vertical growth afforded by the integration and
further scrutiny of existing models.
PROSE's greatesr shortcoming can be found in its implicit definition of learning as an accumula-
tion of class attributes. The analytical facet of machine learning is largely absent PROSE is incapable
of defining distinct usage categories without prompting from a human tutor (Le. the ISA response). It is
also incapable of detecting when the direction of i15 questioning (the GASP session) has taken a fruitless
fork. In these situations, the ISP response is necessary to provide the system with discriminant informa~
tion. Without the autonomous acquisition of facts presented externally in the form of ISA and ISP cues,
PROSE deserves little more than the title of "electronic pack rat".
Past! /3
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fl! ~R~~~ in Action
Input:
"Tile CO!1'uter and lile prograM in its slore ~CO/ll an
inlsgraled wOlle which can perforM Mil'uellous feals"
First PO.$s: (from SPUD)
Tile noun delerMiner Siore substrale noun
CO!1'ulsr substrale noun Integraled uerb or adJecl iue
And conjunct ion WOl Ie noun
PrograM substrate noun Feals pi, noun or sng, uerb
.; ~R~~~ in Action




CO!1'uter~ and~prOgraM/ "'-. which
1 ,/\l II' '" •







Eft rR~~~ in Action
Output: (from GA~P)
IflJrds in doubl are "Maruellous", "Feals", "integrated" and "wl.Jle")
The Feat is perFor~d, Right
The Feat is Maruellous, Right
The feat sils. Feet ISP ebslraot,
The wl.Jle beco~s the cOl1'uler, WbJle ISP absiraci.
The wbJle is integraled. Right,
The cOl1'uter and the prograM perForM, Right,
The wl.Jle cOl1'uler perFor~d the feat, Right.
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o Molds ll'I placed into lenative diclionllies by SPIll
o r,qSP 101115 lest sentences 110M these classilications
o II RIJICm,,,
o~ve ~rd dOIll tree
o Inheril parent class properties Verb
• Create new class if needed
• (Serves to conslrain vsage)
o II ACCUm",
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1. Introduction
Explanatory Schema Acquisition (ESA) is a system which learns by observation and discovery. Its
goal is to recognize significant events, those that are relevant to understanding later events (Le. part of the
planning of another event), and then generalize the new events into a new concept. A natural language
system which acquires new schemata has been implemented. A schema can be best thought of as pre-
stored solutions to problems. In the context of a natural language story, these schemata can best be
thought of as predefined situations that are part of the story's pIal So, when presented with a new story
that exhibits a problem-solving behavior (i.e. has a logically sequential plot with motives, reactions, etc.)
the system generalizes the situations of the story and stores the generalization to aid in processing later
stories.
2. Methodology
The goal of ESA is to recognize significant events and generalize them. The significance of an
event is realized by use of the background knowledge in the system. This reflects DeJong's opinion that
human adult learning is largely explanation driven. Included in the background knowledge are known
schemata and knowledge specific to the problem domain. Generalizing is basically a matter of grouping'
known andlor acquired schemata into a new schemata. In the context of problem solving, this is
represented in figures ESA-la & ESA-lb. Figure ESA-la demonstrates applications of a series of opera-
tors (opl. op2, and op3) to move from an initial problem state I to a goal state G. Figure ESA-lb shows
this same problem being solved using a schema generalized from the operators.
DeJong classifies four basic generalizations to be performed on schemata They are schema compo-
sirion, secondary effect elevation.. schema alteration, and volilionalizaJion. These techniques are used to
create new schemata from known schemata.
2.1. Schema Composition
Schemata have certain preconditions which must be met in order to "trigger" them. Schema com-
position involves an essentially unchanged schema, whose precondition is met in a novel way. The basic
notion of the precondition is the same, however, which still allows the particular schema to be triggered
Nonetheless, the manner in which the precondition is satisfied is different than the original precondition
of the schema. Figure ESA-2a shows an example of an original schema, Bargain. It states that ifboth X
and Y have sometmng the other wants, then X and Y can Bargain. Figure ESA-2b shows the precondi·
tion for this same schema satisfied in a new way. By using the pre-known schemata of Steal and Bar-
gain, the system is able to develop (generalize) a new schema, Extortion. While the system did develop a
new schema, a great deal of background knowledge concerning bargaining, stealing, nonnal physical
objects, and human motivations must be assumed
2.2. Secondary EfTect Elevation
Schemata are used in conjunction with each other to satisfy conditions that describe new schemata.
Secondary effect elevation is using an existing schema in a new way which brings out an otherwise
secondary effect. Certainly it can be suggested that one should just let all effects of a schema be of equal
value. However, this approach is impractical computationally since every schema has many secondary
effects. Hence, it is valuable to single out a primary effect and use the the technique of secondary effect
elevation to make use of the non-primary effects. Figure ESA-3a shows a primary use of the schema
Date. X dates Y because X wants Ys companionship. However, figure ESA-3b shows the secondary
effect of dating, which is to make someone jealous. Thus, Date can now be used with other schemata to
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build upon the concept of jealousy.
2.3. Schema Alteration
When the system develops a schema, it is rarely the perfect" fit" for the concept being established.
Hence. schema alteration is necessary to modify or refine an existing schema to better fit the requirements
of a new siwation. This is usually a matter of improving the initial generalization that created the schema
through observing siwations in which the schema is used. Figure ESA-4a demonstrates an initial
configuration of the schema Farming. Figure ESA-4b shows this same schema modified to belter fit the
"real-world" model (which is acquired through the background knowledge).
2.4. Volitionalization
This technique is used to transfonn a schema which nonnally occurs wilhout being planned [0 one
which has an active agent (i.e. a "planner"). This is similar, in a way, to secondary effect elevation in
that the primary effect is the spontaneous nature of the schema, and the secondary effect being elevated is
a volitional counterpart to this. Figures ESA-5a and ESA-5b demonstrate this technique with the schema
of Car-Accident. What is noanaHy a spontaneous event (figure ESA·5a), becomes a planned event (i.e.
one wilh an active agent who has a motive) in figure ESA-5b. Note the two new preconditions and the
one new expected outcome and how they relate to the planner.
3. Operation Scenario
A sample of part of a "run" of the ESA system is given in figure ESA-6. The four input lines are
the story to be generalized by the system. The ensuing output generated on input of the second line
shows the internal representation once the input has been translated by the natural language front end.
The word "Processing •••" denotes the start of a new input line. New schema are triggered as certain
predicates are recognized. This is shown by the schemata $Feed and $Naive-Poison. The poison schema
is called "naive" to denote that it is an incomplete schema containing little more that what is needed for
this story. The names beginning with "$" are the result of Dejong's re-writing the actual output., replac-
ing the system's internal names wilh mnemonic symbols.
The processing continues until all four lines have been input. The system does basically as much
processing as possible with each line input. When the processing for one line has been exhausted, it
reads the next line. After input of the fourth line. the system has had enough schemata activated to
trigger the volitionalization step. This creates a new schema, murdering to inlten·l, using the schemata of
$Poison, $Death, $Possess, etc. along with a volitional actor Agrippina. A partial result is shown in
figure 7.
4. Critique
While the most of the four taxonomies of schema generalization are good, lhe system must know
so much about the schemata used that it basically has the final generalization preprogramrned into it This
is exemplified in the volitionalization example given (see figure ESA-6). The system seems to have
"keyed" on the input "poisoned", since in New Schema S00003 the object is poison, not mushroom.
Nawral processing of the second input sentence would find "poisoned" modifying "mushrooms", making
"mushrooms" the object. It is unclear how "poison" and "mushrooms" exchange syntactic roles. What if
the modifier were not "poisoned" but rather "spoiled"? Certainly the effect might be the same (Agrippina
knew spoiled mushrooms are toxic, etc.). However, now the system must volitionalize eventhough there
is no way for Agrippina to have "spoiled" the mushrooms. Thus. it appears that the system already
knows the very thing it is trying to "learn" as a planned event. Hence, it is the authors' opinion that this
system perfonns no real induction. Other more secondary shortcomings of the system include the fact
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that no natural language processing is employed in the syStem. Everything is done in terms of the inter-
nal representations of the system, which become so specific as to be impractical. Dejong even admits to
some of the representations being ad hoc. Also, no later stories are shown to benefit from the systems
results, and initial claim of the system's benefits.
What should be done is to generalize broader concepts. This would involve using the background
knowledge in a less specific manner. In order to develop truly new schemala, one needs some aspect of
genuine creativity coupled with more general knowledge. While this "real" generalization may seem too
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A Theory and Methodology ofInductive Learning
(The STAR MethodiJlogy)
Ryszard S. Michalski
University of Illinois 3I Urbana-Champaign
1. Introduction
In this work. Michalski offers a formal mathematical scheme of inductive processes that serves as
lhe theoretical basis for the STAR learning methodology. Michalski formally delines the scope of induction
with the following premise:
Given a set exemplary instances (E) for a class (K), a tentative inductive assertion (possibly
null), and a pool of background knowledge (stated as hypothesis preference criteria) obtain a
complete and consislent description (II) for the class. H must satisfy the constraints imposed
by the background knowledge.
2. Operation Scenario
As a demonstration of the capabilities of the STAR methodology, consider the two cells depicred in
figure SM-I. Within the context of this scenario, cells of the class ONC are presumed LO be cancerous,
while cells of the class DNN are thought to be nonna!. The object is to find descriptions which characterize
lhe cells in each class as well as to find descriptions which discriminate cells of one class from cells of the
olher.
To begin, the user enteIS descriptions for each cell in lhe fonn of "C-expressions" which are con-
junctions of annotated predicate calculus descriploIS and selectors (explained laler). A sample C-expression
describing a ONC (cancer) cell might be lhe following:
::J CELLI' B l' B 2' ••. , B(, [contains(CELLI , B 1••.. , B 6)] [circ(CELLt) = 8] &
[Pplasm(CELL,) =A] [,hape(B ,) =ellipse] [texture(B ,) =,tripes] &
[weight(B ,) = 4] [orienl(B ,) = NW] [shape(B,) = circle] &
[contain,(B,. B ,)] [texture(B,) = b!al1k] [weight(B,) = 3] .•. &
['hape(B ol = circle] (texture(B ol = shaded] [weight(Bol = 5]
::> [class =DNC]
Rendering the above expression in English would yield the following description:
There exists a cell, CELL!, which contains bodies B I through B6• The number of segments in
the perimeter of CELLI is 8, and it is composed of type "A" protoplasm. Body B I is a striped
ellipse pointing northwest with weight 4. Body B2 is blank with weight 3, and it houses a
second body B 3' The C-expression continues on in this vein until the description for B 6' a
shaded circle of weight 5, is reached.
Finally,lhe ~links to~ operator, ::>, informs the system that CEIL I belongs to the class of cancerous cells
(ONe).
In addition to providing C-expression class member descriptions, lhe user may also supply observa-
tional formula which the system will use to complement lhese descriptions. For example. if lhc measure-
ment of cell weight would be an advantageous observation for Ihe sySlem to perform on the cells of each
class. the user would enter lhe cell weight formula:
weighl(CELL1) = L weight(B,.)
Finally, the user constrains lhe nwnber of descriptions generated by specifying lhe desired form of
lhe hypothesis. This last is expressed in terms of a "LEF" (Lexicographic Evaluation Function - described
Pase26
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further on) and is considered a type of background knowledge. An exemplary hypOlhesis preference cri-
terion would be:
Minimize the complexity of each description, and maximize the number of positive facts
(examples for the class) covered.
After the necessary infonnation has been input, the STAR methodology produces two types of
descriptions for each class. The first of these typeS of descriptions discriminates members of one class from
members of all other classes. A few instances of discriminant descriptions for cells of the class ONC could
be:
[cire = even]
:3 (1)B [texture(B) ~ shaded] [weighl(B) ~ 3]




When translated into English, equation la states that one distinguishing attribute of cancer cells (class
DNC) is that their perimeteYS have an even number of segments. Equation Ib gives another unique feature
of cancer cells - that each cell of the class has one shaded body of weight 3. The discriminant description
of equation Ie says that cancer cells also differ from nonnal cells in that each one contains at least one boat
shaped body which is pointed in either a north or north-easterly direction.
The second type of description, characteristic desaiptioDS, point out the faclOrs that members within
a certain class share. Characteristic descriptions are not necessarily discriminant, since other class
members may also have these attributes. A few instances of characteristic descriptions might be:
:3 (l)B [weigh~B)~ 5]
[pplasm = A YOJ




Equation 2a states that one common attribute among cancer (class ONC) cells is the existence of a body
with weight 5. Equation 2b lisls another shared characteristic - that cancer cells are composed of type
"A" or type I'D" protoplasm. The last equation (2c) shows that class ONC cells contain 2 solid black circu-
lar bodies.
3. Methodology
In order to pave the way for his STAR methodology, Michalski formally develops several key con-
cepls which serve to excavate the basis of induction as well as to crystallize the contributions of back-
ground knowledge to the development of the final hypolhesis. A condensation of these concepts is provided
below, accompanied by comments where thought to be helpful.
To begin, it is necessary to define lhe selS which actively participate in the theory.
1. Let F be the set of all training instances (Le. examples, initial class member descriptions, or facts).
Also define K to be the set of all classes for which descriptions must be found.
2. Let Et c F be the set of lraining instances for a particular class Kt . Likewise, define D t to be the set
of descriptions covering the examples (Et ) for the class Kt .
3. Letel:.i c: EI: be a single lraining instance (example, initial class member description, or fact).
4. F is therefore the union of all class training instance sets, and each fact in a cenain class is exem-
plary of that class. Formally:
F: U Ek. ::::) F: {ek..i ::> Kl:l, i E IEk.l,




Set definitions having thus been laid in place, Michalski is able to fonnally describe the concepts of
completeness and consistency. Completeness is a condition in which all instances of a particular class sup-
port the description of that class:
The condition of consistency arises when the description for a certain class refutes all examples of other
classes:
3.1. Annotated Predicate Calculus
The expression language used throughout the STAR methodology is an annotated version of the
predicate calculus, termed "APC" (Annotated Predicate Calculus). APe elements are loosely divided into
two categories - selectors which are terms in relational expressions «, >, =. S.~.~. etc.) and descrip-
tors. These last are further partitioned into three functional types:
• Nominal Also called categorical descriptors, these predica1es have no structure. They simply associ-
ate a domain name with the parameters they govern. For example:
bloodtype(person) = AB+
oolor(Barchetra) =red
Linear (or ordinal) descriptors map parameters from a totally ordered set (Le. variables
measured on ordinal. interval. mtio. and absolute scales) onto another ordered set. For
instance:
distance(Pl, P2) =0.65
avetemp(May) = 68° F
• Structural Structural descriptors convey a hierarchical relationship between the predicates and their
arguments. Such dependencies may be viewed pictorially in the fonn of a tree oriented
generalization hierarchy graph. Examples can be seen in figure SM-2 Note that descrip-
tors themselves may be arranged according to a hierarchy. as is the case with the linear
spatial dimension descriptors of figure SM-2.
APe basic assertions are written as conjunctions of these selectors or descriptors. called "C-
expressions" (for Conjunctive expressions). A sample C-expression is given below with the descriptor and
selector types tagged for clarity:
:3 po. PI. P2, P 3 ( [contains(Po• P I. P 2• P J)] <Struct Desc>
[ontop(P I &. P 2, P J)] <SlruetDesc>
[length(P I) = 3 .. 5] <.Linear Desc>
[weighl(P I) > weighl(P:0] <Linear Sel>
[color(P \) = red vblue] <Nom Desc>
[shape(P J &. P 2 &. P~ = box] ) <Struct Desc>
An English rendition of the above C-expression would be:
An object Po conLains parts PI. P 2. and P 3' The first two parts. P J and P 2. lie on top of the
third (P 3). The length of the first part is between 3 and 5. and its weight is greater than the
weight of the second. The color of the first part is either red or blue. and all three parts arc
box-shaped.
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3.2. Lexicographic Evaluation Function
The Lexicographic Evaluation Function (or "LEF") provides a means to specify preferencecrilerion
for the fonn of descriptions (hypotheses) generated The LEF is needed because for any F.I HI • is poten-
tially infinite.
Focusing hypotheses is the primary contribution of background knowledge [0 the induction process.
As was Slated in the historical discussion of machine learning, the nKnowledge-Rich" paradigm prevalent
at present is centrally concerned with the role of background knowledge in learning processes. Wilhou[ a
significant amount of initial knowledge, learning systems are incapable of producing novel resulls or (in the
case of inductive learning systems) directing effort along profitable channels.
Michalski's STAR methodology is able to capmre the two fonos of background knowledge (explicit
and implicit) as well as to clearly illustrate the subtle means by which they mold hypotheses. Implicit back-
ground knowledge is that which is inherent in the problem language. Incomplete languages (those incapa-
ble of describing all features of phenomena) naturally restrict the number and fonn of generalizations
made, since the expressive limitations of the language used serve to shape (or bias) the outcome. Michalski
claims that the annotations he proposes to the predicate calculus are representative of implicit background
knowledge.
Explicit background knowledge is that which is Slated literally to constrain the generalization pro-
cess. Michalski's LEF is a prime example of this son of backgroWld knowledge. Specifically. a LEF is a
list of hypothesis preference criteria and associ.a1ed match tolerances:
LEF: <CI , T1>, <Cz, Tz>, ...
where each tolerance T is defined over the range [0 .. 100%]. A LEF progressively filters the description
list it receives in the following manner. Each description is tested against the first criterion. and only those
which satisfy the criterion to within the associated tolerance are permitted to remain. The surviving
descriptions are passed to the second criterion to be tested to within the second tolerance, and so forth. In
this way, the descriptions which disjunctively combine to form the hypothesis can be tailored.
3.3. GeneralizatioD Rules
The actual inductive steps performed by the STAR methodology are applications of generalization
rules. When supplied with descriptors, these rules produce additional more globally relevant predicates.
Note that induction isfalsity preserving (in contrast to deduction which is truth preserving). Fonnally:
FFH
That is, the examples or facts generalize to form the hypothesis.
Generalization rules fall into two camps depending upon the type of descriptors for which lhey are
defined. Selective generalization rules are designed for use with class member descriptions present initially,
as opposed to constrzu:nve generalization rules which are applied to derived descriptions.
A few examples of selective generafu.ation rules follow to give the reader a Wte of lhe core of
Michalski's theory. In the instances provided, CTX refers to a "context" - a list of assertions which has
been accumulated, and S denotes any arbitrary expression.
1. Dropping Conditwn Rule: This rule allows S to be removed from its context CTX. Logically speak-
ing, ifCTX is false, then CTX AND S is certainly false.
CTX & S ::>K FCTX ::>K
2. Adding Alternalive Rule: Two contexts may be combined disjunctively to describe a class K if one of
them presently covers K. Logically. if the disjunction is false. then either component context is also
false.
CTX 1 ::> K Ie: CIX1 Y CIX'l ::> K
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3. ExJended Refereru:e Rufe: Nominal descriptors whose values are taken from a subset R 1 of domain L
may be generalized to a larger subsetR z of that same domain L. Formally:
crx & [L ~Rll ::> K ~ crx & [L ~R,] ::> K
where:
L = {nominal descriptor set}
DOM(L) ~ domain nf L
R 1 cRz cDOM(L)
4. Closing Interval Rule: A context restricLed independently by linear points "a" and "b" may be
relaxed to conform to the interval [a .. b] as long as a S b. The formalization for lhis rule is given
in figure SM-3.
5. Climbing GeneralizaJion Tree Rule: A context restricted over each of lhe child cases
{a, b, c, ... , i} of a parent structural description, s. may be generalized lo be governed by mat
parent descriplioIL The formal climbing rule is depicted in figure SM-3.
6. Conjunction to Disjunction Exchange: The power available in generalizalion can be seen in lhis rule.
Falsity preservation allows a conjunction of facts F I and Fz to be turned into a disjunclion since, if
F I OR F z is false certainly F 1 AND F2 is false. Formally:
F 1 & F 2 ::> K f: FlY F2 ::> K
An example of a conslTw:tive generalizalion rule can be seen in figure SM-4. If a context is bound by
a set of facts F 1 and those facts imply a second mare general set of facts F 2' then the context may be gen-
eralized to the binding constraints of the second sel
3.4. Simple Observations
The initial set of class instance descriptions may be augmented by the inclusion of simple observa-
tions upon these fsclS. Such observations are provided by the user in the form of APe formulae and may
encompass any measurable property of those facts. Some examples include:
• A count of the number of elements in an assertion
• Slatislical calculalions (eg. mean, median, max, min, ele.)
• Monotonicity relationships
3.5. The STAR Algorithm
So far, the jist of Michalski's induction theory has been stated. The actual STAR algorithm based
upon these premises is now the subject of scrutiny. First off, Michalski defines the operator, STAR in the
following manner:
1. Partition the set. F of all training instances into subsets POS c F and NEG c F which are com-
posed of all strictly positive (supporting) and strictly negative (conflicting) insmnces, respectively.
2. Given e E POS define G(e I NEG), the STAR of e against the set NEG, to be Ihe set of all maxi-
mally general C-expressions satisfied bye (Le. complete) that do not satisfy any events in NEG (i.e.
consistent).
3. Further define a bowuJed STAR, G (e I NEG. m), of e against the set NEG to be a number of no
more than m maximally general complete and consislent C-expressions. That is:
G(e I NEG. m) .... D" such that I D.I <m
The restraint of] D. ISm is accomplished by Ihe use ofa suitable LEF.
Pag~30
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Hence. the scope of obtaining complete descriptions for all positive irntances (oppA e E POS) is limited
to finding complete and consistent descriptions for a single positive example, e. The final maximally gen-
eral class description, H, of all e e POS is a disjunction of all G (e I NEG, m) for each e e POS. For-
mally:
G(e I NEG,m)-+D, eDt eH,e e POS eF
YD., ¥ e e POS -+ H
The general flow of the inductive procedure using bounded STAR's progresses as follows:
1. Randomly select e e POS
2. Generate G (e I NEG, m) using the "INDUCE" method (summarized later).
3. In the bounded STAR derived in step 2, findD. with the highest LEF preference.
4. IfD. covers POS completely, proceed with step 6.
5. Reduce POS to contain only those e E POS which are unsatisfied by D•• Repeat the process with
step 1.
6. Form H from a disjunction of alID••
Finally, the steps involved in the "INDUCE" method to generate a bounded STAR are listed below:
A. Dissect the C-expressions of e using the dropping condition rule. This produces a partial STAR, PS,
since some elements of the resulting selector list will coverNEG.
B. Order these selectors using LEF1:
LEF I: < (-negcov. T,,). (poscov. Tp ) >
LEF1 serves to minimize the number of negative elements covered (by maximizing -negcov) and to
maximize the number of positive instances covered (by maximizing poscov).
C. Expand the list PS using constructive generalization rules. simple observation formulae. and heuris-
tics defined by the background knowledge.
D. Use LEFt again to constrain I HI :S:m.
E. Test the resulting PS for consistency and completeness. In other words. assure that negcov (the
number of negative instances covered by PS) is O. and that poscov (the number of posiLive irntances
covered) is I POS I .respectively.
F. Append selectors in PS to specialize them (fonning an implicit conjunction). Return to step E until
PS is complete and consistent
G. Apply extension, close interval, or climbing generalization tree rules to generalize the resulting
expressions.
H. Apply the usee-provided explicit background knowledge LEF to rank: the expressions according to
description form preferences. An example preference LEF would maximize the number of events
covered in POS and minimize expression complexity (as determined by a count of the descriplors
and selectors in the final assertion).
4. Critique
Michalski's STAR methodology has enormous merit in formalizing the pertinent issues of machine
induction, giving substance to several vaporous aspects:
• It discloses the contributions ofexplicit and implicit background knowledge.
• It defines and functionally catalogs the various generalization rules.
• It captures the interplay ofPOSitive and NEGative training examples.
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• It reduces the task of fonning a maximally general class description to finding hypotheses for
bounded STAR's.
• It fonnalizes the role of observation and its contribution to the background knowledge pool.
Due to the resolution with which these facets of machine induction are focused, the STAR methodol-
ogy is able to expose problematic learning areas. The methodologies reviewed previously offered no robust
foundation capable of supporting further research, and their short-sightedness gave no promising avenue
for additional sIDdy. Michalski's STAR, however, has enough theoretical substance to withstand the
weight of subsequent investigations. Namely, resean:h is necessary to find methods to allow STAR to auto-
nomously construct its own generalization rules and to discover ways to gift STAR with the ability to pro-
duce its own relevant observational fonnulae. As difficult as these two tasks may seem, it is conceivable
that STAR with these revisions would satisfactorily address the majority of machine induction issues.
Nevertheless, STAR is not without iLS shortcomings. It still contains no "innovatiye" element Results
obtained are not those exhibiting any novelty due to inspiration but are the fruit of perspirarion from
exhaustive rules application. The autonomous construction of new induction rules mentioned above as an
addition to STAR would supply a much needed slroke of innovation - as would the power to make
relevant observations on the initial data.
But it is a matter of debate as to whether true innovation could be bestowed upon a machine. Philoso-
pher Karl Popper [1968] doubted the possibility of fonnaliz.ing inductive inference for perfonnance by a
machine because, "inductive inference requires an irrational element."
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1. Introduction
In the past, the task of arranging objects into classes has usually been based on some predefined
measme of similarity. The task of conceptual clustering. however, is a matter of grouping the objects
into classes that represent simple conceplS describing the objeclS. Properties that characterize these clus-
ters as a whole are not derivable from properties of the individual members of the classes. Therefore,
there is a need for a system that is equipped with the ability to recognize configurations of objects which
represent certain global conceplS. This is the object of conceptual clustering. The work in this area is
based on Michalski's previous worle in the Star Methodology for Inductive Learning. This work also
employs some new ideas, which basically extend the concepts of the star methodology.
2. Methodology
Concepb1al clustering generates classes by first generating conceptual descriptions of the classes
(descriptors'" from the star methodology), and then classifying the objects according to these descriptions.
This is known as the clustering phase and the hierarchy building phase, respectively. The syslem uses
background knowledge to fuel the clustering phase in developing the descriptors. Among other things,
this knowledge includes inference rules and a general goal or purpose of classification (represented in a
Goal Dependency Network). Before discussing an example clustering session, the areas of the back:-
ground knowledge, goal dependency network, clustering phase, and hierarchy building phase will be
examined.
2.1. Background Knowledge
To create meaningful classifications, the sySleD'l must be equipped with sufficient background
knowledge. This background knowledge must include goals of classification, classification evaluation cri-
teria. and deductive and inductive inference rules. There exists two types of background knowledge:
general purpose, and domain specific. Each conuibutes to both phases of clustering.
The general purpose background knowledge includes fundamental constraints and criteria specify-
ing general properties of classifications. Three main items exist in this area. The first item is the
specification of the domain of each descriptor. The second is the domain lype (unordered, linearly
ordered. tIee-structure ordered)t. The third ilem in the general purpose knowledge is a sequence of ele-
mentary criteria for selecting the most preferred viewpoint of the goal. In rerms of the star methodology,
this is the Loicographical Evaluation Function (LEF). This is also used to control the combinatorial
explosion that can result from having lOO many classifications from which to choose.
The domain specific background knowledge contains the inference rules specific to the particular
problem. These include the deductive (ie. truth-preserving) rules which follow simple standard logic.
Also included are the generalizing inductive rules (like those of the star methodology). Another element
of the domain specific knowledge is the goal dependency network (GDN) which states the general goal of
classification for the system. This guides the application of the inference rules toward developing those
descriptors which are most likely to be relevant.
•. a dacripWr is In 1l1rib.ile (or property) till! i.! used in dcsc:ribing a class
t see lhe section on SLlr Methodology Cor Inductive Learning
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2.2. Goal Dependency Network
There exists a large number of different but equally meaningful classifications which can be
created. The problem of deciding which classification to select is resolved by assuming a general goal or
purpose. This is configured in a struetme of goals leading to subgoals, and then to attributes relevant to
each goal. This is the goal dependency network: (GDN). An example overall goal for a human might
simply be to sUTViv~. This would lead to the subordinate goal of ingesting food, which would in twn lead
to drlnJdng liquid and consuming food. Relevant characteristics (or attributes) of these latter goals that
support the concept of surviving might be that the food be edible. the liquid be potable, and perhaps even
that the food taste good. This is summarized in the example GDN of figure CC-l.
2.3. Clustering Pbase
The purpose of the clustering phase is to derive descriptors relevant to the overall goal(s) of the
system which are ISleI' used for making the classifications. There are two means by which descriptors are
derived. The first is by logical inference. Here the predicates/functions representing descriptors are
obtained by applying the general knowledge and problem specific inference rules to the initial descrip-
tions of the objects. These new descriptors are appended to the object description and are now attributes
that can be used in building furthe:r classifications. The second method of deriving descriptors is by spe-
cial compuJaJion. 11lis special computation can be the result of an experiment, a certain device returning
results from the envirorunenl, etc. It is largely an allowance for ad hoc measures.
2.4. Hierarcby Building Phase
The pUIp)Se of the hierarchy building phase is to classify all the given objects according to the
descriptors (classifications) generared. It statts wilh building first-level conceptual classifications of all
objects, and then recursively builds a classification for each sibling group of objects until some stOp
growth criterion is mel This is done by one of two melhods. The first is called repealed discrimjnalion.
in which the problem of classification is reduced to a series of conceptual acquisition problems. This
method closely follows Mich:alski's previous work: in the star methodology. The second means of classi-
fying is known as classifying attributes. In this. candidate classifications are generated. from the initial
pool of attnbutes (ie. the object descriptions) or from those attributes derived by application of the infer-
ence rules and the GDN.
Both methods use the lexicographic evaluation function (LEF) to measure the quality of the gen-
erated candidate attributes. Included in the l.EF are measures of aspects such as how well the objects fit
the classification, the simplicity of the class description, the number of attributes that singly discriminate
all classes. and the overall number of altributes that is needed to make the classification. Whereas the
GDN helped to narrow the focus of the clustering phase (generating descriptions), the l.EF finishes the
job of J18II'Owing by reducing the final group of classifications to those which apply best to the initial
objects.
3. Operation Scenario
The problem of classifying trains, a refonnulation of the "East- and Weslbound Trains" problem
(Michalski and Larson, 1971), is considered using conceptual clustering. Figure CC-2 shows four trains,
and the object is to classify these according to some simple conceptual pattern. In this case the pattern
will be visual (ie. by shape, structure. and color). Figure CC-3 shows the goal dependency network: asso-
ciated with this problem. It is unclear from the work as to whether the system starts wilh this GDN in its
entirety, or whether some of the descriptors have been developed along the way. Nonetheless, one can
see how the GDN decomposes the main goal into relevant subgoals, each subgoal containing relative
attributes. The final result of the classification is shown in figure CC-4. The final classification of wheels
on all cars have the some color has been selected. While this is an extremely limited. example, it does





Conceptual clustering makes good use of the previous work done on inductive learning. The
methodology of dividing the background knowledge into general purpose and domain specific knowledge
does a good job of distributing these two types of knowledge to those parts of the system where they are
needed most. This use of background knowledge guides the system well toward finding relevant descrip-
tors. However, the major problem in conceptual clustering is the use of the GDN. Bolh the GDN and
the LEF perfonn well in guiding the system, but the final result seems to be nothing more than the
exhaustive search capability of the compUler applied toward the selection criteria (LEF) and the goals
(GDN). It is the author's opinion that the GDN is really serving as a substituze for humtJn inference. It
is very limited in scope. and is very tightly fixed to the data. This basically serves to "preprogram" the
inference made by the system.
Once again, the need for some genuinely creative aspect of making inference arises. Nonetheless,
the process described in conceptual clustering is a good contribution to machine learning, for it clearly
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Suggested Strategy for Machine Learning Research
1. Motivation
As was revealed in the systems reviewed, two major problems willi current machine learning
resean:h seem to surface. These are a lack of full integration of learning strategies, and a lack of genuine
inference (or "intelligence"). The primary concern of the suggested strategy, then, is to alleviate the lack
of these two necessary components of a learning system. While many of the current knowledge-rich
schemes of leaming today employ multiple strategies (eg. learning by instruction coupled willi learning
by examples), none attempt to incorporate all the strategies. In human learning, all of these strategies are
employed 81 some time in the learning processes. Also, 81 the core of learning is making generalizations;
and at the core of generalizing is making crealille or novel inferences. Hence, no realleaming system can
afford to be without this capability. However, as has been shown among the critiques, no system to date
possesses such an ability. The sulllor.! thereby propose to narrow the focus of research to lIIese twO
issues. While shon term goals are necessary in furthering research efforts, we feel that research should be
limited to only those problems which ultimately in some way address the long tenn goal of resolving the
two problems stated.
One reason for the lack in the two areas mentioned is that primarily all the research in machine
learning is done independently. That is, every researcher is searching within the confines of his own lim-
ited environment trying to develop a complete system for learning. What is needed is a starting point for
further research. Hence, we suggest a panel be composed of experts from the areas of Machine Learning.
Cognitive Psychology, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, and allier related fields lo investigate
avenues for addressing the two problem areas. This panel would establish the foundation for learning
resr-arch. We see three principal approaches lo targeting the research: concepluaJ, slrut:lural, and a com-
bined approach. The first two approaches would actually be explored in parallel until enough advances
were made to combine the results. The panel would then distinguish the merils of each of the three
approaches and narrow the research focus to concentrate on the best approach. The delails of each
approach will be discussed throughout the remainder of this document
2. Conceptual! Theoretical Approach
This approach lo research is a loJHfown, algorithm-based approach. It is proposed that the panel of
experts develop a full cognitive model of human learning to serve as a basis to direct research efforts. By
utilizing the model for a research foundation, the lack of integration of learning Slrategies would be
alleviaLed. This approach is top-down in nature because the model is the overall concept which governs
funha areas of concentration. It is algorithm-based in that the methods developed and implemented are
not hardware-specific.
Figure 5S-1 shows a hypothetical model that exemplifies the objectives of the model's develop-
ment 11tis model is developed out of the realization that human learning exists in a cycle. This cycle
starts with a primary concept, derived either by example of a new concept or by making analogy to a pre-
vious one. This then prompts the individual to experiment with this new concept on his own, observing
the resulls of this experimentation. Once discoveries have been made, the individual generalizes (i.e.
clusters, classifies) the new concepts auained. TItis completes the cycle, ready to use the new concepts in
further learning. Through the process of learning, certain knowledge bases are updated (denoted by the
dotted lines in the diagram).
Once again, the model does no good if it does not aid in resolving the two main issues of integra-
tion and intelligence. Hence, given such a model, research efforts would be emphasized in the areas of
the module links in the model, and in different modules to be applied toward creativily in inference. Con-
centration on the links between modules (eg. interface between analogy and experimentation, or between
experimentation and observation) would address the issue of integration of strategies. In order to develop
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complete learning systemS, it is imperative that the dependency of one strategy on another be explored.
Not only will such exploration help to develop the system as a whole, but it will also result in extracting
the benefits of the individual modules (strategies) in the proper perspective.
The investigation of different modules must be aimed at finding some way to introduce creativity in
the inference of the system. This involves exploring new learning stralegies as well as any new com-
ponent which can add an element of innovation to the system. This may also mean developing new
knowledge bases which significantly deviate from current technology - something like a strategies base.
goals base, or a concepts base. As was staled previously, generalization is at the core of learning, and
creativity/novelty is as the core of generalization. Without it, any learning system developed will be no
more than a fancy program that perfonns complicated routines to achieve a nominal, highly predictable
result
3. Structural Approacb
The central concern of the structuraI approach is not to proceed in a ~top-down~ manner with the
development of a cognitive model Instead, a strictly "bottom-up~ progression is preferred. The connec-
tionist philosophy strives to capture the physical structme of the human brain - utilizing parallel archi-
tectureS to reap the benefits of information dispersion and of simple, iteration-bound algorithms.
Fahlman and Hinton [1987J make several crucial observations about elusive human learning proper-
ties that traditional AI methodologies have been unable to capture.
• Human memory appears to be associative in nature - that it is able to manage and effortlessly
recall a vast quantity and variety of knowledge.
• Human pattern recognition abilities - whedler involving the sensory realm or some other more
abstract realm like analogy formation - far exceed present serial AI algorithm capabilities, and are
relatively immune to the distractions of noisy or distorted data
• It seems that in many cases, humans manage information using representations other than tradi-
tional symbolic assertions. This can be seen from the effort needed for human beings to descn"be
phenomena in axiomatic terms.
In contrast to conceptual modeling approaches, connectionist schemes exhibit several strengths
which address these issues. These "neuraI-like" architeclW'eS can automatically sculpt unit (processing
element) roles to conform to the training envirorunent - there is constraining predetermined cognitive
snucture. They display a natural tolerance to imperfect (noisy) envirorunents due to the large of number
of contributors to the final action. They can easily draw on large distributed knowledge bases. They show
an inherent fault tolerance akin to that present in holograms (if some elements malfunction, much of the
knowledge can be reconstructed. This property arises because of the degree to which the data is
dispersed among the processing units).
3.1. Brief Overview of Connectionist Methods
FahIman and Hinton [l987J describe the primary characteristics of connectionism accordingly:
~The system's coUection of permanent knowledge is stored as a pallem of connections of
connection strengths among the processing elements, so the knowledge directly detennines
how the processing elemenLS intelaCt I'llther than sitting passively in a memory, waiting to be
looked at by the CPU.~
Figure SS-2 depicts the ammgement of functional units typical in connectionist strategies. Each of
these units receives input from significant others tIuough the ~synapse-li.ke~ connections, and delivers its
results to dependent units. Although not shown in the diagram, these connections may eventually return
the signal Dow (through circular indirection) to a previous unit or may directly feed the output back to the
original.Or (in order to perform direct recursion).
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The "exploded" functional unit of figure 55-2 shows more clearly the operation of a single process-
ing element From a general standpoint, the ovemIl straIegy is highly reminiscent of data flow techniques.
Each functional unit, F, is responsible for a single elementary procedure (for instance, single boolean or
arithmetic instructions, data manipulation operations, or device driver signals) and "fires" depending on a
weighted combination of its inputs. These weighls are adjusted as part of the learning process to vary we
amount of conmbution needed from the inputs - effectively molding the strength of were connections.
COMectiOniSt networks can be classified according to the degree to which each unit participates in
the final outcome. Local Representation schemes assign a single concept to each unit, causing the
3I'T1Ulgement to resemble semantic networks. Because the part each unit plays in the operation of the sys-
tem is well-defined and conceptually modular. local representations are well suited for we study of con-
nectionist methods. However, the si2e of the infonnational "chunk" with which each unit is burdened
causes each unit to become indispensable to the ovemIl system operation. Hence, fault tolerance advan-
rages are forfeited.
Figure 55-3 graphically displays a local connectionist representation describing Clyde the elephant
used in the NETL system [Fahlman, 1979]. In order to process a query like:
ColoroC(Clyde) =?
the "Clyde" node is first activa1ed which fires signals all adjacent units ("Male" and "Elephant"). Then, all
stimulated nodes resident on the "Colorof" arc spread their influence to the head of the arc. This serves to
activate the "Gray" unit - which is the answer to the query.
Distributed RepresentaIion schemes finely disperse knowledge over a great many unils. Each unit
then plays only a small part in the derivation of the final answer. While fault tolerance is inherent to this
approach, clarity of operation is noL 5lill, though d.iffi.cult to trace, the distributed representation has a
unique property to "develop" data representations in ils connections as it is tuned to the training mslances.
A sample of the process used to tune a distributed coMectionist representation is provided in figure
S5-4. Consider a speech synlliesis system which is being trained to correctly articulate English
diphthongs. Each functional unit could be assigned a frequency in the sound spectrum. Another functional
unit, G, responsible for producing the sound wave would accept inpuls from these unils and weight their
contributions (in the fonn of amplitudes) to the overall curve. At first G mes to reproduce a "B" sound
for the diphthong "BUR". The first attempt is malChed against the 1Iaining wave and the differences are
recorded as a gradient The components of this difference vector instruct G to strengthen or weaken the
contribution (by adjusting the input weighting) of each of the corresponding frequency units for the wave.
G fires again and this time is tIained. by another diphthong, "BAH". The resulting gradient is back-
propagated to again adjust the input weightings for G. This process continues over a number of different
diphthongs (eg. "BEH", "BOO" > etc.) until G is able to accurately reproduce the consonant "B" sound.
4. Conclusion: A Combined Approach
The combined approach attempls to glean the slrengths of belli the conceptual modeling scheme
and the connectionist scheme. Cognitive modeling techniques clearly define the division of labor among
the various learning StraIegies, as well as to provide a control flow template useful for tracing learning
procedures. On the other hand, connectionist StraIegies are free to develop their own cognitive representa-
tions as the network dynamically tunes contributions from constiment processing unils. These strategies
are also able to draw on vast knowledge bases distributed throughout the network.
Two research avenues stretch ahead as an integrated solution is soughL The first of these is to cog-
nilively anange connectionist modules. Founded on the observation that the human brain is apparently
partitioned into regions responsible for certain processes, this path auemplS to overlay a cognitive tem-
plate upon a largely connectionist architecture (see figure 5S-5). The well-defined modules and orderly
interconnection specifications of the cognitive model superstructwe are hoped to reduce the burden on




The second avenue proposes a connectionist arrangement of cognitive modules (see figure SS·6).
Here, it is hoped. that the dynamic properties of the connectionist method can be adopted by the cognitive
modules when arranged in a network scheme. Each module may weigh the contributions from sibling
modules in order to arrive autonomously at an overall interconnection scheme. It is highly probable that
the human brain follows no one overall cognitive model, although its individual cognitive processes
(reflected in individual learning modules) are relatively well defined. The questions involved in deciding
lhe degree to which each module contributes to lhe overall process of learning can thus be settled by lhe
SYSlem itself.
It is our belief that research along lhese avenues will not only result in deriving a successfully
integrated learning system, but will also focus machine learning research upon fundamental issues in
hopes of establishing a solid foundation for machine learning technology.
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